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One uncertainty affecting the results of epidemiological studies on the association between lung cancer-
and indoor radon is represented by the assessment of radon exposure, commonly carried out through
short-term measurements whilst pathology originates long before its appearance. Radon levels could
have been modified through years due to dwelling restructures, occupiers changing and ageing itself of
the house [1].
A theoretical model developed by Jacobi-Porstendorfer with integrations by Cornelis [2] quantitatively
describes the formation of long-lived radon descendants in a fraction embedded in dwelling surfaces as
a result of short half-life daughters deposition. At constant radon concentration, implanted 210Po activ-
ity grows as a function of time till saturation occurs (after about 50 y): for times shorter than 210Pb
mean life (x « 30 y) this time growth can be approximated by a linear relationship. From embedded
210Po detection, knowing the surface exposure time it is then possible to estimate average past radon
concentration in that time.

Many researchers have developed methodologies according to this model [2,3,4]. In this paper, set-up
of CRR technique is illustrated, which is based on 210Po detection by means of CR-39 applied to glass
surfaces and on detectors spectroscopic analysis performed with an image analyser.

2. Materials and methods

CR-39 detectors are applied to glass surfaces for several months in order to be irradiated by implanted
210Po. Adequate chemical etching (6.25 N NaOH solution at 70°C for 18 hours) allows a-particles
tracks being visible on detectors. Readings are then performed by a self-developed image analyser [5],
the main features of which are: conversion of the analogic image (from microscope + camera) in digital
form for PC elaborations, PC ruled automatic scan of the detector, automatic focus corrections on indi-
vidual images, computation of basic geometric parameters (area and eccentricity) for each track.

Tracks eccentricity depends on the a-radiation angle of incidence on the detector and for equal eccen-
tricities tracks area is in biunique correspondence with a-particles energy; thus fixing limits on eccen-
tricities a-spectroscopy can be carried out on CR-39.

As preliminary tests, detectors in full contact with a wide area planar241 Am source have been exposed
to a-particles to simulate geometric and energetic irradiation of CR-39 applied to glasses from embed-
ded 210Po: a clear peak has come out with a resolution of 80 um2 (eccentricity limit being 1.5 - ap-
proximately correspondent to 45° incidence angle) that means about 500 keV resolution, rough cali-
bration factors being provided through exposures to point 241Am and 230Th sources. Although this is
the actual 210Po reading setting, it is useful to signal that reducing eccentricity acceptance to 1.1 in-
creases resolution of nearly 40%.

Three aspects of the methodology have been investigated and the results are illustrated in the following
section: 1. the efficiency of the analysis method in the detection of embedded 210Po has been assessed,
that is the factor for converting CR-39 tracks density for unit irradiation time into polonium surface
activity has been derived; 2. the experimental relation between indoor 222Rn exposure and 210Po surface
activity in dwellings has come out following simultaneous detection of radon concentration in air and
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polonium activity in various glass objects; 3. the influence of cleaning habits on the implantation proc-
ess has been controlled studying the not implanted fraction of deposited 210Po as a function of glass
wiping frequency.

3. Results

Po detection efficiency

A glass sample (a disc of about 1.77 cm2 area), taken from a panel yearly exposed to radon indoors, has
been analysed (for about three months) by a-spectrometry in a calibrated vacuum chamber with a sur-
face barrier silicon detector. The resulting energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1: the 5.3 MeV 210Po peak
is evident. 210Po activity has been estimated to be 0.602 ± 0.057 Bq/m2.

Two CR-39 detectors have been applied to a piece of the same glass panel and have undergone irradia-
tion for nearly one year. The resulting tracks area distribution for one of them, obtained by means of
the outlined above technique, is shown in Fig. 2. 210Po tracks counts are derived from the spectrum se-
lecting an area window such to contain peak events only. Averaging over the detectors couple, the de-
tection efficiency value has come out to be 0.338 ± 0.039 tr/(m2 s) per Bq/m2.
Fig. 1. 210Po energy spectrum for a glass sample Fig. 2.210Po tracks area spectrum for a glass sample

analysed by a silicon detector analysed by means of a CR-39 detector
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Some comments are suggested by Fig. 2 observation. Implanted 210Po is formed within a depth of 0.1
jam with respect to the deposition surface [6] so that monoenergetic a-particles emerge from it; natural
radionuclides content is, on the contrary, spread out over the whole bulk of glass originating a continu-
ous a-background. On the other hand, natural radionuclides background is often quantitatively domi-
nant, its suppression in tracks computation being thus necessary and, due to variability caused by
manufacture and by position in the object, subtraction has to be carried out in the same analysis per-
formed on 210Po.

Relation between 222Rn exposure and 210Po activity

On ten glass objects, belonging to four different dwellings, detection of embedded 210Po has been car-
ried out for several months by means of CR-39; glasses age and surface to volume ratio of the rooms
containing the objects have been recorded. Glasses have been chosen taking care their age was not
more than 35 years and their position was possibly away from sources of air turbulence. Simultaneous
222Rn concentrations have been assessed by means of LR-115 contained in Tommasino model do-
simeters [7] for every monitored room.

In Fig. 3 resulting radon exposures versus polonium activities are shown. The best fitting regression
line is shown in the figure, too. Polonium activities are expressed in Bq/m3, having normalized data to
room specific surface to volume ratios: this correction, suggested by the theoretical model, allows in-
crease of the square of the correlation coefficient from 0.84 to 0.91.
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Uncertainties in radon exposures are estimated taking Fig. 3. Experimental curve of Rn exposure vs
into account measurement and glass age information 210P° concentration
(error margin of 10%) sources, while polonium un-
certainties, apart from detection efficiency contribu-
tion, refer to Poisson statistics.

If the fitting line slope is compared with values
coming from the model or from other authors, a re-
markable difference appears: 6 Ky/m in this study
(data not normalized for surface to volume ratios),
0.3 Ky/m from the model, 1.5 Ky/m in [3].

It has to be reminded that the curve in Fig. 3 acts as a
calibration tool for the methodology based on the as-
sumption that present radon concentrations are repre-
sentative of past ones for the entire glasses exposure
time.

Influence of cleaning on implantation

Six glass objects have been selected in relation to significant difference in cleaning frequency habits.
210Po detection has been performed by means of CR-39 for each of them both with and without pre-
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been possible to separate total Po (no pre-
liminary wiping) from its embedded fraction
(detection after wiping). In Fig. 4 the ratio of
the absorbed fraction (total - embedded) to
the total one is given as a function of clean-
ing frequency; statistical uncertainties are
also shown for all the data.

If the "I/day" frequency point is ignored,
due to large affecting uncertainty, it is evi-
dent that the absorbed fraction is always pre-
sent on surfaces, in a proportion that does
not seem to depend on the cleaning fre-
quency (mean value = 50 ± 10 %). This
would be in contrast with the thesis accord-
ing to which abundant amounts of dust in

rarely cleaned surfaces would hinder the implantation process. It has, nevertheless, to be reminded that
few data have been processed and that high cleaning frequencies have been scarcely investigated.
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4. Conclusions
210Ta-spectroscopy on CR-39 detectors applied to glass permits to accurately assess embedded Po in or-

der to estimate past radon exposures. The use of CR-39 makes it possible to carry out large sample
surveys. The high (0.91) r2 value obtained by fitting data of 210Po activity embedded in glasses versus
indoor 222Rn exposure is a sign of reliability of the methodology.

The experimental slope of the fitting line is, however, fairly different from the theoretical model one as
a result of complexity of the relation between radon daughters plate-out and house-specific parameters
ruling their behaviour in air; recent results [8] indicate that a sort of 210Po loss would occur in aged
glass and this would help in interpretating the diversity between experimental and theoretical predic-
tions. No effects seem to be related to cleaning habits as far as implantation process is concerned, but
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this conclusion still has to be better supported. Detecting material (CR-39) has, finally, shown a certain
variability in its general performance.
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